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THE WEAKLY REMEMBERS ••••
THE EXHILARATION OF THE SEMINARY EXPERIENCE
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The Editor and his bride were joined in marriage on the
5th of September 1954. It was a hot, muggy Sunday
afternoon and the performance was to a full house in the
first Baptist Church of Evans City, PA. A short reception followed at the bride's home and soon the weather
became hotter as the Editor and bride leearned someone
had covered the motor of the editor's car with limburger
cheese ••• it could be smelled thereon as much as two
years later. Nevertheless, the following Sunday after
a short honeymoon, the couple left western Pennsylvania
and travelled to Philadelphia where the editor was
enrolled for classes at Faith Seminary.
It is amazing how little we knew about life in general
and our total family assets consisted of about fifty
dollars and an ironing board with some wedding gifts
scattered about our personal possessions. Our guardian
angel was close to us and we found an apartment from which
another seminary student was moving ••• one where we needed
no escrow payment and had enough battered furniture that
we were able to live on it for a year or so. We soon had
everything in place, thanks to the Providence of our good
God. But the exhilaration of Seminary life (hard to
comprehend it today) was awesome.
In those days everyone was treated like a celebrity at
Faith. The Registrar was one Dr. Peter Stam who greeted
me with a hand shake and a masculine embrace enhanced by
400 words of welcome, each more meaningful than the
first. He inquired of my professions and when I told him
I had worked as a tree surgeon he reacted as if one of
the great medical minds of all time had enrolled in the
school. There was a genuineness to all of this that
made on feel truly welcome and the hospitality was
enormous. (We may have lost a bit of this at Biblical but
there were not many people like Dr. Stam at any time.)
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I had just finished college the previous spring so I
was not out of the education "rut" but the number of
"doctors", "learned men", etc., easily boggled my rural
mind and I felt more provincial than I had ever felt in
my whole life.
The reception for new students proved a vigorous experience. Earlier in the first day I had heard a sermon from Dr. MacRae ••• ! still have notes on it • • and
some of the aspects given have been with me at all
times since. Other members of the faculty spoke, they
were all fluent and impressive (I later learned there
were some who were not so fluEntbut they had been hidden on orientation day) and were gracious and _committed in spiritual activity and service . At the reception I talked with Professor William Sanderson who,
~ike myself, was a Pittsburgh area native.
He told
me how he had come to his position and when I mentioned hoping to teach some day he told me to stick at it
and the Lord would certainly give me opportunity. A
few years later, after Mr . Sanderson went to teach at
Covenant, I found myself in his exact role, teaching
many of the courses I had taken under him. I have
not, however, presumed to think that I have taught
them as well ••• he was masterful and I admired his
skill and performance.
The first day of classes was like being in a dream
world. I was fascinated in the Old Testament History
class with Dr. Laird Harris (an inspiring and . motivating teacher) where he plunged the class into various
theories of creation and a long but modest debunking
of the ice ages. It seemed to me that I had learned
nothing about the Old Testament in my whole life. Dr.
MacRae lectured in church history and I had the impression he had been to all the places of which he
spoke at the times of which he was speaking . Ruth
often came to class just to hear him and enjoy his
approach and material. From day to day I could hardly
wait for the next class. At night when I reviewed my
daily work I thanked God for the privilege of study
with these teachers.
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I discovered a job right at the Seminary. The man who
was caring for the grounds of this estate (36 acres)
was leaving for other work. (He was Earl Cook, today
at the Christian Counseling Center) As I had a background in landscape, etc., I was hired for the job. The
initial pay rate was $1.00 per hour which was probably
more than the faculty was receiving at that time. It
was a job of considerable responsibility. The grounds
had deteriorated enormously in the years during which the
estate had been idle and reclaiming it was an awesome
task. (Cook had already done a lot of this) The material
with which we had to work was of some dismal low :grade
and a lot of my time was spent trying to get machinery
that had never run well to run a little bit . There was
a section of about twenty five acres to be mowed and a
number of arbor gardens . to be kept in some kind of order .
I could not do it all even with a couple of part time
helpers but I did what I could and enjoyed almost all
of what I did.
Among other key factors was the enthusiasm of being with
a group of men academically minded like myself. I did
not get into many of the heavy discussions ••• ! had to
go out and cut grass, but I heard them. Every aspect
of theology known to me was being elaborated by someone
and debated by someone else. It was a fellowship of
ideas that I think is not likely to be repeated in life.
And we quickly established a social presecne as the
couples in various parts of the community became known
to each other and partied at one another's homes. Yes,
de prayed, too, but somehow we remember the all night
monopoly games better than the prayer meetings . I suppose
it is a weakness of the flesh . Couples exhibited new
children at these affairs and we shared in what we had
and what we did not have with considerable enthusiasm.
Probably this fellowship was a big part of the exhilaration of seminary life. But it was not the total picture
for that involved many aspects: the academic, the
Christian service (leader of the street meeting squad
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was a happy student a year ahead of me •• Bobby Dunzweiler, by name), the cbmradeship of work, and the
challenge of new and personal witness in a vigorous
environment.
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Unfortunately the whole experience was over too soon.
In my case this was not so bad ••• Dr. MacRae gave me
opportunity to work at the school and this developed
into a lifelong ministry, to this point. But while
the work is still exhilarating, it is a bit different
being the teacher rather than being the student. Nonetheless, except for a few times when aspects of the
work were muddled, it has been an exciting and rewarding life.
While the Seminary environment has a lot to do with
this, the majority part of it comes from you. It has
to do with your willingness to enter fully into the
opportunity and to keep your goal centered on the will
of God in the academic experience. Without taking a
soapbox posture I note the following as being big
factors in contributing to the richness of the
experience:
·
--enter fully into all aspects of Seminary life •••
--if you are married, make sure your wife is also a
part of the program. Get her involved in the life
of the school and the lives of the sisters •••.
--find ways to apply what you are learning to the lives
of others •• be active in a local church and put
your life at the service of God's people •••
--develop meaningful personal relationships with other
students •• find someone you can pray with, work
with, and discuss your problems in helpful ways.
--and as Solomon said it •• "Keep your heart with all
diligence". Stay devotionally alive to the will
and glory of God. Seminary days are a high point,
learn to live on the mountain thankfully.
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GETTING THE BIBLICAL LIBRARY
To keep things in proper perspective, one must note
that when Biblical began our Library was meagre indeed.
During the summer of ' 71 when the formation of the
school was announced, several Christian friends gave us
books, most of which were excellent gifts and just right
for our purposes. But the total number was, as you may
think, somewhat smaller than we needed. We brought them
carefully to the center room over the auditorium (in
the present library) and placed them on a total of
6 long pine boards held up by a dozen concrete blocks.
A baby could crawl around the whole collection in 5
seconds and a good reader could have read the whole thing
in a day or so. The books were good and we appreciated
them but they were only a start . In addition to these
were the faculty libraries but they were limited in
number and very stingily watched! One of our early distractors noted that it was "small but would grow but
nobody had better want to read much in the meantime."
At the same time our financial resources were less than
enormous and it did look as if it might be some time
until a good library could be amassed . At least we had
no trouble staffing this one •• • one person could keep it
in constantly good condition and have time to help in
the other offices and fix dinner as well.
Word came to us that fall (1971) that the Biblical
Seminary in New York was going to sell its library or
at least a lot of books. Since we had no money we did
not call immediately and make a giant offer. But we
did think it wise to go and see the books and talk to the
responsible person. Therefore, on a given day, Messrs
Taylor, ·Dunzweiler, and Vannoy boarded a train to New
York City and went to see the books at New York Theological. We speculated on the character, etc., of the
transaction on the way up andnone of us, I think, dared
to believe the trip would be more than a pleasant lark .
Leaving the train in New York we walked to the seminary
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cutting through 42nd street and the many "adult"
operations conducted along that strip. Moving swiftly
like the three Confucian monkeys, we made our way to
the school and obtained the needed interview with the
President, Dr. Webber.
WE were informed that .most of the theology classes at
NYT were being assumed at Union Theological and hence
the large Biblical Library was not needed. As it
occupied two floors of the Seminary complex, the management had decided to sell 90% of it and rent those
floors for more profitable use. Dr. Webber explained
to us that the sale was in the interest of stewardship
and that they were not just interested in money but in
where the books would do themost good--and where their
critical alumni could be satisfied that their years
of giving had not been in vain. We all nodded at the
right times and explained to the president why we were
forming the new school (and why we could not just buy
his entire building and operate in New York) and then
we toured the Library taking several hours to study
the collection. We were impressed and, as the Library
had not been much used or much dusted, were also
covered with dust. We all noted books of special interest, walked back to the train and returned home
elated, excited, but a bit doubtful.
Our doubts were enlarged when someone "in the know"
assured us that the library had been privately sold and
the 40,000 books were going out west. It seemed that
there was no need to pursue the matter. But a lot of
prayer was offered and the officials at Biblical decided to follow things as far as they could. Through a
friend of Dr. MacRae's at Gordon it was learned that
Gordon-Conwell was interested in some of the books but
not in the whole library ••• they had plenty of books but
were looking for non-duplicates. Furthermore, they had
funding and were willing to enter into a purchasing
venture; they would put up the initial funds, buy the
books and take the non-duplicates. We would have the
other books and repay them on a . scheduled arrangement.
It was estimated we would receive about 34,000 books,
theologically selected and "ready to go."
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Now many places were bidding for the books and we
still hardly dared think they would come to us. Faith
is highly conditioned in points such as this! But
that spring we received the word that our joint bid
(about $2 per volume) had been accepted. Arrangements
were made with Gordon for them to "get their books"
and then we would go and get ours . Talk about an exciting set of circumstances!
Time and space forbid the full discussion. We eventually hired three rental trucks and with a bunch of student
volunteers descended on New York. We had a thousand
large boxes and hundreds of smaller boxes. We had
packers in abundance and the whole thing was like a big
party • . As the Editor recalls it, we loaded a truck to
be driven back to Hatfield by Hilary Nixon. Books
weigh a lot and when Nixon hit the scales on the PA.
Turnpike, his truck was overloaded 10,000 pounts. But he
made it and the rest of us staggered in .
http://www.taylorlib.ibri.org/Taylor-Writings/1992-Nostalgia/1992-Nostalgia/README.htm
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I

During this operation the Editor will always see DrGary Cohen furtively reading books instead of packing
t~e~ (but he did work hard!) and Mr. Dunzweiler bending
over endlessly to pick up boxes of stuff that would
have defied most weightlifters. In the middle of the
work the Editor left on a recruiting trip and was not
there when Messers Clar, Vannoy, Grauley, et al, took
apart the ·metal shelving ••• working far into the night and
making so much noise that the neighborhood apartments
were incensed to the point of outrage.
The books were brought to Biblical and stored in the
lower basement and everywhere else that there was a niche
or a cranny. Our librarian at that time, Mrs. Louise
Geibel, was not about to start a quick relocating of them
and we had to decide on and prepare the upper rooms.
While the Editor and others were checking a few boxes
it dawned on us that we did not have the 34,000 books
and an actual account, supervised by the Editor, showed
we had received merely 27,000+ volumes. To say that we
were upset is an understatement. We quickly learned that
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Gordon had only a reasonable number and it dawned on
us that ·.:ft:om.. the ·time of our first inspection until the
time we actually made the purchase, someone had
removed a lot of books. We determined this from
several large sets of books that neither we nor Gordon
had received but which had been in the Library when we
made the bid.
Without all the painful details, New York Theological
was made aware of the situation. They were hurt by it,
too, and noted that it was really our fault for not .
having made an exact shelf inventory. (We would have
sneezed ourselves into the kingdom if we had, but they
were right!) But they were anxious that we all be
satisfied and threw in cabinets, card system, etc . , to
make up the deficit which, in the long run, proved to
be more than adequate on their part and really helped
us. Not only did we take their books but also their
catalogue and system and a bit later uncovered James C.
Pakala as our Librarian . Thus when we go to the Library
today it is with a genuine thankfulness and marvel at
the goodness of the Lord.

*

*

*
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*
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the weakly remembers •••
WHEN STUDENTS WERE IMPORTANT . FOR OTHER REASONS
THAN JUST BEING STUDENTS
In the beginning of anything some parts of the mechanism
take on more significant areas of meaning than they will
when the organization gets well underway . If you doubt
it, think about the starter switch in your car •• indispensable when you start but relegated to second or
third fiddle until you stop and have to start again .
(The very sort of logic that has made the Weakly well
known in the more car efully guarded philosophical area.)
This is true of most "going concerns" If one is able to
see it to the roots, one is bound to find somethings
that were very important then that have diminished wit h
the passing of time •• in their effective roles.
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Well, we are not saying that students are unimportant
now. We could not do without them and they are really
the only reason we have the school . But in the early
days of Biblical they took on other roles that made
them moreimportant in the life of the institution •• more
vitally necessary for our welfare and progress. This
was due to the fact that some of the matters now
handled by the administration could not be so administered in our earlier days •• we were very young, had very
little in the way of resources and had to make use of
a number of methods that have been eliminated in time
for the more smooth operation of the whole .
Consider the dining hall. During our first year of
operation we did not have the availability of the cafeteria. It had not yet been finally decided in the
school district who would be able to buy this "old
landmark" . Our bid was accepted early in the spring
term of our first year and we began to claim the whole
building for our operation. The dining hall was cleaned,
the kitchen opened and the grease traps rejuvenated
while the school began to think of serving meals to its
students, staff, and any vagrants that might wander in
off the street. As we were planning to use some of the
second floor rooms fer dormitories, it seemed more
necessary than ever that we utilize the dining hall. The
kitchen, etc ., had been modernized and renovated about
1965 and there were plenty of dishes and the stuff that
goes with them.
The problem was that there was no cook . To meet this
situation student Jack ("Blackjack")McCullough was
invited to be cook. He had a food service background
and . had served on the staff as such at a midwestern
university. He was a large and muscular fellow and
everything about him indicated that he liked to eat and
persons who like to eat usually make good cooks. With
his record and his aptitude he became the Seminary chef
for the major meals of the day and an overseer on other
kitchen operations as well.
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McCullough, as a cook, was "all man". He could use
every pot in the kitchen for preparing a meal, as I
recall it, for the great chefs of the world do not
stop in the middle of preparing a repast and wash
pots and pans. He kept his knives finger-cutting
sharp and occasionally wore a white hat, apron, etc.,
to give the place a more distinguished look. His
menu often showed German potato salad (made it himself),
knockwurst mit home fried potatoes, various stroganoff
dishes, sandwiches similar to the best, varied soups.
rich beef stew, and similar items. He loved to cook!
And he like to see us eatl His pot and pan washers
had plenty to do, too. Naturally there were some who
thought his dishes too spicy and others who thought
them too bland, pleasing everyone is hard. But ol'
Jack put out a lot of stuff and if you couldn't get
it then you were just too picky. How the kitchen
fared financially I never.:knew, but I could hardly
wait for lunch, on days when I had a dollar.
Our Snack Bar was alos a student run operation although in its initial movement it had been a work of
the Taylor Press. The heat in the building in the
early days left a lot to be desired and the Editor
bought a large coffee pot and saw to it that each
morning it had the coffee and the water and was
"plugged in". Styrofoam cups stood nearby with that
phoney creamer and some sugar and students .helped
themselves under the honor system for a dime a cup.
It became obvious that such service was hardly the
job of a dignified faculty member and so the work
went to Dave Lipke, a student who was also able to
repair Volkswagens and life considerable weights. For
the next two years he would see to it that the coffee
was ready and that some pastry stuff showed up from
time to time. He kept the pot scrupulously clean,
swept the floor, stored the supplies, and made a coffee that all agreed was among the best available.
Using a trick of the Editor's (Lipke really knew it on
his own) no coffee was ever wasted and the funding
of the project went well. Yes, we had a few thirsting
but no money types and probably the maximum income
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was never achieved but on the whole neither Lipke nor
Taylor lost anything and we both drank a lot of coffee,
treating ourselves at times, as the proprietor of a
business may dol
We are more sophisticated today with
machines and service •• but in those days without a committed student we would have been snackless.
Another student operation was the Bookstore. With
some funding help by a concerned faculty member, the
Bookstore was the kingdom of Boyd Personnet. It was
housed in the closet that now contains the audio-visual
material and . the books that he was able to garner lined
the old shelves. The room is very narrow and it meant
that it was difficult for two customers to pass in the
store ••• if you were the first one in you might be there
until everyone left. B. Personnet himself was no small
person and if he stood in the doorway there was no way
to see what was in the shop. Generally he moved a little
table into the hallway, with his adding machine, and
operatied from there--urging passing students to enter,
buy, and make room for someone else. With what funding
he had, Mr. Personnet did very well, the Editor thought,
and succeeded in establishing accounts with some rather
prestigieus book houses, no small feat when one reme~
bers that we could only claim about 45 students on any
day at all . Voices were often heard in the closet as
Student X would try for a lower price and the proprietor
would remind him that this was not the Jay Green kingdom
or the Puritan-Reformed in Wilmington. Still the discounts were generous and the service very satisfactory.
The Bookstore is larger today but the fellowship was
never better than when B. Personnet hawked the books.
Of course we still use students for many things. Carl
Martin was our genius building maintenance person and
in the years following his work, Fred Bell has done
work that is :invaluable. But in the old . days, without
these and other students we would not have survived
nearly so well.
In case you wonder how these items helped these students
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turn out ••• probably no answer can fully undertake to
establ~sh that.,.but •••
Jack McCullough has had a career in church planting
and the military chaplaincy.
Dave Lipke has directed a Christian youth work out of
Pittsburgh :for a long time now.
Boyd Personnet is a teaching pastor/elder in the nearby
Reformed Baptist Church in Franconia.
Carl Martin pastors the Bible Fellowship Church in
Spring City ••• and we are trying to keep Fred Bell with
us as long as possible! No doubt these jobs in the
Seminary life did them all a lot of good!
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the Weakly remembers ••••
THE OLD DAYS OF ACADEMIA
We have had a little cold snap lately and it has put a
lot of our personnel on the edgy side. But at the
office of the Weakly we remember when winter was winter
•• the cold came sooner and lasted longer
When the Editor was a student it was not uncommon to
find a student with his hand frozen to his pencil as he
tried to take notes in Dr. MacRae's classes. The
action of writing kept his arm alive but his fingers
turned to marble under the cold and the pressure. The
Seminary did not believe in overheating the place, in
those days, and actually leased two class rooms for
cold storage during the winter months. All the stored
stuff was put on one side and the students did their
work on the other. We all wore great coats so that the
heat of our bodies would not lower the temperature of
the room but the thickness we had to wear to do this
made movement almost impossible. After each class we
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would unwrap the students to find out how many were
still breathing. If any had come close to suffocation
they were put back into the room with no coats at all
and the cold revived them. Any who did not responde to
the cold were placed in boxes and left until spring .
Mr. Dunzweiler rode .a bicycle to school through the
sleet and snow and icy roads. The Editor recalls the day
he came in and the icy wind had curled up his upper lip
and frozen it to his nose •• he looked like a man with a
tooth moustache . Coming into the building did not do
much to warm one up and the only way of getting really
warm was to irritate a professor and when he fired away
at you you stood as close as possible to his breath.
It seemed a little to chummy for some but to get a bit
of .warmeth was a privilege no one could just forego. To
save the marble in the main hall, water was spilled on
it and it froze in about 10 seconds so we could slide
from class to class. Ice skates were not allowed, of
course, as the tips of them, it was feared, would
puncture a steam line and let a little heat into the
rooms. Of course the whole motif in this was in the
thought that when the brain is cold it works at a more
efficient degree, mostly trying to think how to get warm.
And if you think the present work is heavy, what we are
doing today is all heart and soul. In my day the faculty
got together to see how many tests t hey could give on the
same day. "If there were three big ones scheduled at
least two other professors would change their agenda to
get 'em in on time • There was some kind of monetary
reward for the professor with the lowest median grade for
his students each quarter and the boys would do anything
to earn it . Once two tests were assigned for the same
hour and when a student complained he was told that if
he had not learned to be in two places at the same time he
was not fit for the . ministry- The tests were long , too.
Some of the objective tests used rolls of newspaper
stock and you sat at a long table while a ~ crank rolled
it out ad seriatum. If you did not write fast enough your
hand would get caught in the rolling paper and you would
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be virtually mummified. Students who objected were
given added quest~ons and a lot of times their answers
were marked wrong because the teachers forgot what
the added questions were. Tough? Super tough! The
Greek professor gave a vocabular quiz in which he
asked us to write a list of all the words used less
than five times ;n the New Testament and translate
them into Syriac. Sometimes I wonder today what has
happened to the standards that made scholars out of
pumpkins and had all of us have shining faces from
keeping our noses in the books. The reading a s signments sometimes included a whole volume from the
Brittanica for reporting the next day and one I was
given the title of a book that hadn't been written yet
and told to report on it in a week. I had to write
it first and report on it second, see. That was the
work of the old days.
And the discipline was just as tough •• a student
found chewing gum in class was ordered to sit on it
and with the kind of gum .we ha d in those days, one
sometimes had to walk out with the chair stuck to his
trousers. Talking in class was penalized by giving
sermons at the mission •• sometimes as many as ten in
a row and the penalty was forgiven when you could do
it and keep the mission people awake for the whole
thing . And to fail to laugh at the proper time ••
at a professorial joke, that is, meant that you had
to sit for six hours and listen to old faculty meeting
records. Alas, it was hard so I hope my readers will
see how easy is their lot. And if you ask why we put
up with all that stuff·? Well, there was no tuition
and it is amazing what one will live through when the
product is free. But it was tough •. Yes, the Weakly
remembers.

*
*

*
*

*
*

*
*

*

*
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*
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*
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*

Yes, when the old memory gets cranked up there is
nothing ins~gnificant or without meaning.
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••• the Weakly remembers
THE ATHLETIC CONTESTS WITH WESTMINSTER SEMINARY
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This memory of atheletic triumph in an academic
surrounding began at the banquet for Dr . MacRae's birthday in the Spring of 1972.
A number of notable persons attended this affair, some
to congratulate Dr. MacRae, some to speak well of the
school, some to greet Dr. Murray, and a few who had no
place else to go and found this less objectionable than
staying home. It was really a fine occasion and both
emotion and feeling ran high. Among others present were
Dr. Cornelius Van Til, introduced by Mr. Dunzweiler as
the "greatest living Christian apologist" and Dr. Davis
of the Westminster Faculty. Dr. Van Til gave a few
congratulatory words and Dr. Davis expressed a hope that
there would be a fellowship in our schools which had not
existed with some other institutions otherwise to be
remembered as nameless on the occasion. It was in his
remarks that our remembrance begins.
Dr. Davis noted that there had not been a particularly
close faculty relationship in other times and occasions
andhoped we would have a better, or closer, one with
our new school . All of us took his sentiments warmly
to heart and, as did the Editor, hoped that they might
be fulfilled . But Dr. David did not stop there. In the
- ope of putting "legs to his prayers" the notable church
historian said •• "In fact, we challenge you to a greater
degree of participation ••• we challenge you to volleyball."
It was a ringing cry dramatically given and soon
accepted by the Biblical faculty.
Actually, the Editor took it with some reluctance.
Westminster was a larger school, had a taller faculty,
and seemed· to be the dominant force in eastern theological thought. The Editor assumed they would have like
stature in athletics . The Faculty of Biblical was somewhat younger, but not particularly healthy. Mr. Dunzweiler was in a hay fever fit at the time, Mr. Harding
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had not fully recovered from an exhaustion affair, D1
Cohen did not feel up to great physical stresss, and
Dr. MacRae was in his seventies. But there was
pressure from Dr. Grauley and some slight suggestions
from others that led to the agreement to a set of
volleyball games to be played inour gym, Westminster
then having no recreational facility of that proportion
and the season being winter, well, cold outside at
the best. It was felt that neither Dr. MacRae nor Dr.
Van Til should be compelled to paiticipate and the
teams could be formed as the various faculty members
felt inclined to jo~n the fray.
Biblical came up with a team of Mr. George Clar, Dr.
Grauley (the tall man), Dr. Vannoy, Dr. Newman, and
the Editor. Needing six men it was hoped Westminster
would allow us to use a graduate student, the ubiquitous Elio Cuccaro. When the Westminster team arrived
it was discovered that they also only had five men
and hoped they could use a grad student whom they had .
brought for the occasion. It was a happy concession
for both parties •• their grad student had been a volleyball all star in college and they felt good about
that but our Cuccaro was in a class by himself in a
lot of things and we felt good about that. Sides
of the net were taken, it was tested for height and
tightness and the battle was on.
The Editor does not recall all those who played for
Westminster but among there were Dr. Jay Adams and
Dr. Davis. All in all they were taller but the
men of Biblical had a touch of determination that was
pure heart. The games began with hope but for a short
moment, not much promise.
That was because the Westminster team scored the first
8 points on their first service. It was crazy the way
the ball came into our area and how inept we suddenly
became. Mistakes were made of the most elemental sort
and I think it was because we felt that playing intellectual persons was beyond our skill. But then
things changes. The Biblical players fell into a
pattern of performance. Using Dr. Grauley at the
center net we began "setting them up" and he continued
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"smashing them down". The action intensified and in
a few plays Biblical had evened the score and marched
on ••• playing to a final 21-8.
You see, in the process of things Cuccaro discovered
that one or two players for the other team had not played
a lot of volleyball. They were soon to learn. With
considerable ability Cuccaro began direc~ing everything
possible at these players, good sports and willing to
try everything types, but not power volleyball players.
If it was not a Grauley smash it was a Cuccaro pass to
one of the men he spotted ••• the ball was kept far from
their star and their better players. The objects of
this volleyball work just had difficulty playing the ball
let along setting it up very well. The least that can
be said is that on that day they played a lot of volleyball ••• muchof it for us. The Editor does not remember
the scores. A Biblical student, John Ferguson, was
keeping score and being a non-partisan participant
doing a bit of refereeing as well •• being overly generous
with the foe but we graduated him anyway. After six
games he called for a short break and one of the Westminster persons thought we had played long enough. Dr.
Adams favored a discontinuance and one of his supporters
suggested they play at least until they had won one .
At this point the genius of Dr. Adams' counselling
techniques became plain to all. "We are not," he said,
"going to win one. We only made five points in this
last game and they gave us those. We may play all night
but we are not going to win one." At which point we
stopped, had some refreshment and discussion and toured
the building. It was a once in a lifetime affair and
that is how we recall it.
But all did not end at that point . The following spring
we were challenged at softball and won a surprising
victory when Dr. Grauley and students Will Varner and
David Dunbar hit prodigious home runs. The following
year Varner and Dunbar were in graduate programs at
Westminster and revenge was sought. But, alas, as
providence would have it Varner could not be there and
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Dunba~ was moving to his next program at Drew so • • ••
we won again!

A basketball challenge was issued later but never taken
as a tragedy rather dampened things. While playing
for their own amusement, the assistant librarian at
Westminster -as felled by hyperventilation and passed
into the Lord's presence . It was a grim moment and
somehow the athletic activity never returned . It was
probably just as well •• the Biblica l faculty has aged
to a point beyond recognition and while our younger members have boundless zeal, we of the older unit are more
fit for the rocker on the back porch of the nursing
unit of the county home. Sis Semper tyrannis .

*

*

*

*

*
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*
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*

*
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the Weakly remembers
THE LIGHTING OF THE CHRISTMAS TREE
(Editor's note: there used to be a tall spruce
in front of the main doors that was illuminated
at a tree lighting service every Christmas)
I remember well the lighting of the tree although on
this year it seemed more like the sinking of the
Titanic. It was bitterly cold and the crowd huddled
in the night shadoes of the Seminary building while
the frost and cold air settled like a pall over all of
us. It was cold! the air almost dismal, the feeling
like that of impending doom • •much like a piece of beef
just before it is hung in the freezer . The scene was
accompanied by the awesome strains of the music of
the BTS brass (and other instruments) ensemble under
the direction of Robert C. Newman. Poises frigidly
at his music stand, hovering over the~ eager musicians
like a great eagle (or a ferocious buzzard •• • it was
hard to be sure from a rear view), he directed them
in the hazardous sounds which, strange to say, just
reminded one of the band on the Titanic as it creaked
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out the strains of "Nearer, My God, to Thee" as the
ship bubbled and sank ; Of Course, we were not about to
bubble and sink •• perhaps to freeze and crystallize and
the musical accompaniment did not do much to keep us or
the musicians warm.
The program began late, one small reason being that Dr.
Newman did not want to set out the metal chairs for the
ensemble until the last possible moment so as to have
them no colder than necessary. But along with this, the
local marchers (the Penfield, Jr . High School) were not
sure where to perch and a goodly number of the performers
were huddled in the building in the unlikely hope that
their presence would not be detected and they could escape performing at all. Students Grossman, etc., had
the care of getting all of these out of the building
and did a noble job in what could have been high hazard
work. When all was assembled, David McCarty called the
group to ·order (identifying himself as the development
director at Biblical, leaving the Editor to wonder if we
were going to have to take notes on whom was what for
the whole program, but fortunately McCarty did not give
his entire credentials and so we were allowed to know
what he was without the accompanying information as to
why he was). At this point the band played as noted
earlier and the skillful movements of the baton gave all
the impression that the ship would stay afloat for some
time.
Yes, it was cold! The EDitor did not mind it so much as
it gave him an occasion to wear his formal black Homburg.
He can tolerate anything for such . an affair and it
warmed his whole being just to have such an elegant headpiece for the time. Dr. MacRae was wearing a Sherlock
Holmes deerslayer cap that looked like a wig that had
slipped sideways and although the Editor envied this for
a moment, he soon regained confidence in his own chapeau.
The Editor came on Glenn Mangum bundled up with several
coats, mufflers, etc., and looking very smug. He, like
the vast majority, had not seen the program and did not
know how long he would be standing there wishing for a
hand warmer.
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Following a warm and formal greeting by Dr. MacRae (it
which he ~epeateQ ~"~A Qf ~he cha~ter ~tate~ent~ of
the Seminary) and a moving prayer by Mr. Harding
(largely sermqnic in character and lacking only an invitational story for homiletic completness), the faculty
quartet sang . The group had the services of Mr . Pakala
who performed in the lieu of Dean Dunzweiler who had
somehow once again managed to find a way out of this
sort of thing,,,probably while being at home and writing
a chapter in the faculty manual on the importance of
attending faculty/school functions ~ Mr. Pakala did
very well as he aided Dr. Grauley, the Editor, and Mr.
Clar, who, after they got started and learned that the
varied larynxes were not frozen, enjoyed three stanzas
of Silent Night, sung to the tempo and rhythm of the
"Volga Boatman".
With more introductions by Mr. McCarty, pastor John
Clark read the Christmas narrative from the Gospels
while his breath froze in the air and gave him the
appearance of a man igniting and firing seven or eight
cigars· ·at one time. His excellent voice carried the
reading as the loud speaking system set up by the
engineering techniques of George Clark ·functioned
well.
Perhaps we failed to mention the color guard neither
marched nor moved with the colors but stood at rigid
attention most of this time just out of sight of most
of us until McCarty gave them permission to "retreat" ·
("re-group" we used to call it in warmer . quarters). It
was nice of them to come and it would have been good
if we had let them do something •• just to stay warm.
To the astonishment of all, Mr. Grauley (who feared
that three stanzas of Silent Night might take too
much time on such a long program) then sang three
stanzas of "O Holy Night" each of which was longer
than the entirety of Silent Night. Well, a star performer needs to perform and he sand excellently while
some lady nearby noted the excellence of the Biblica
faculty in so many diverse and wonderful ways. She
suggested that Mr. Grauley would sound nice if he
were only gargling and off in the distance some snide
commentator said he thought that was what they all
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The choir from Montgomery Baptist church sang next
(the junior choir) with enthusiasm and interest considering they were all small and had to be cold. They did
well and the Editor suspected the animated leadership of
the directress was more to warm herself than lead the
choir. And the Newman ensemble played again, just
three numbers this time as the hunched back of the conductor began to look like a mountain slope in the French
Alps. At this point the Editor's wife claimed frozen
feet and fled to the building and a few others seemed
insecure and then Mr. McCarty asked how we would like to
see the tree lightened or lit up or whatever and everyone
gave strong approval. The mayor of Hatfield (a postion
that inevitable leads to the gubernatorial post in ten
or so years) gave a few words of wit and wisdom and
pulled the switch •• the lights came on and revealed the
same monotonous colorless lights use the previous year.
A group sang a joyous benediction and a mad scramble
for the building ensued~ The hot chocolate was drunk,
the cookies eaten, and most people thawed. The Weakly
offered congratulations to those who survived and
condolences to those who froze . Will we do it next
year? (Since then we have cut down the tree thus ending
this menace.)

*
*

*
*

*
*

*
*

*
*

*
*

*
*

*
*

*
*

*
*

•• ;.the Weakly Remembers
. LIFE IN THE BIBLICAL DORMITORY AND THE GREAT
WEIGHT LOSING CONTESTS
It is not good to . talk too much about weight and as a
general rule we avoid all such unnecessary discussion.
But there have been some humorous times with regard to
that subject and this one is worth recounting. It
eccurred when we still had a dorm in the building and
when Dr. Newman was "dean"of . the dorm. He resided in
the end room and students lived in the three classrooms
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fou~ "cubicles" •• each room holding about eight students
and a considerable amount of clutter.
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The dorm was a strange place, in some ways. The winter
temperatures bolted from downright equatorial to subarctic ••• depending on how the old boiler felt that
heated that side of the building. Generally speaking
the great heat was not when you needed it and the great
cold was always at an incovenient time. But there was
a lot of good fellowship and a lot of vigorous living.
And that is how the great weight losing contest was born.
One of the more voluble students was the honorable
Joseph Basile, now pastoring a church in Bayonne, N.J.,
a large, muscular person who appeared more like an enforcer for the mob than .a theological student •• although
his heart was as large as his body. He had worked for
the IR~meaning he knew a lot of tricks, and had a cer~
tain charisma that most of us don't have. He also had
a fiancee in Bayonne whom he later married but that is
ahead of the story.
Dr. Newman, as head of the dorm, was concerned about an
increasing averdupois {poorly spelled by my correction
tape is over). He talked much of diet but being a
gourmand it was hard for him to come to real grips with
the issue. At this point the issue is fuzzy for it is
not clear whether he challenge Basile or Basile challenged him but a challenge was given and accepted and
in due time Carl Martin and Mrs. Mangum also joined in.
The winner of the contest would be the one to lose the
most weight in the appointed time and the others would
treat the winner to dinner at a non-diet restaurant.
The idea was to have a weigh-in and some time later a
weigh-out. Obviously whoever lost the most weight in
that period would be the winner. The secret was to get
honest weigh-ins and timely weigh-outs. Mr. Basile
always thought the weigh-out should come on Friday,
at the end of the week and before he went home to see
his fiancee and visit his mother's pasta cooking. Dr.
Newman felt the weigh-in should be on Monday just after
a good worshipful weekend and after Mr. Basile had refreshed himself with the good pasta and other weighty
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dishes many Italians enjoy. I cannot vouch, incidentally,
that this is exactly bow it went •• it is the way it was
discussed in thelunch room and yeu know those discussions
are subject to prejudice and distortion.
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At one time, on coming to the weigh-in, Mr. Basile concluded that if he had a lot of extra weight at the
time it would be easier for him to lose it later. So
he drank about six quarts of water ••• that is a lot of
weight, just before the weigh-in. It meant that after
being weighed-in, in the space of a day or so he would
shed about six pounts and be well on his way ahead of
Dr. Newman. Unfortunately he became ill having drunk
so much water and suddenly "released it all" in a series
of wild, fountainlike disturbances that took out the
water and who knows what else. Dr. Newman held to the
time of the weigh-in and poor Basile actually reported
a few pounds lighter than his true weight due to the
rapid dismissal of so much content .
Mrs. Mangum was generally excused from the public weigh-in
and her word was taken as valid •• never any question .
Carl M. was duly weighted and entered on an occasion or
so. I must all that not all participants were involved
in all cases and the formal nature of the affair not so
serious as I denote it in this writing. But it was
serious stuff. Mr. Basile could riot fast on the weekends
(and not really very well during the week) so he had a
hughe onus with which to content. Dr. Newman was eating
in the school cafeteria with much easier fasting at hand
and Mr. Martin was cooking for himself. Mrs. Mangum was
working horrendous hours at the Seminary and that took
a lot of energy and sustainence.
Well, Mr. Martin easily won . any of the short term contests in which he was involved. His ability to knock off
a few pounts was legendary. Dr. Newman always defeated
Mr. Basile, handily, I might add, and Mrs. Mangum held
her own •• however you want to look at it. Over the long
run Dr. Newman was the biggest winner since what he gave
away did not return. I believe history will judge him the
true champion. And if I have overstated or incorrectly
assessed some of the facts, I will begin dieting quickly.
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But while we are speaking of these proverbial events,
it may prove . interesting to remember the big armwrestling episode of the dorm as well. I am not sure
how it was set up but it was an event of grand proportions. Perhaps it was not deliberate, either, but it
seems that way today. Some of the dorm fellows persuaded a fellow student that he was a champion arm
wrestler although he was perhaps the smallest and
thinnest person in the dorm •• and I will keep that identity secret. Being small, of course, does not keep one
from being a good ar~wrestler, if the contests are
fair, but it is not necessarily a help. At any rate,
the boys were easily defeated by this phenom and he
was pronounced the champion of the dorm and was personally convinced it was so by his number of victories
and seeming invincibility.
At this point we pick up Mr. Basile again who had been
home for the weekend and was nGw back in the dorm ••
Sunday evening, I think. He was politely accosted by
the arm-wrestly champion and challenged to a contest.
Basile looked at the little man and smilingly tried to
acoid contact but the student persisted. Basile scaled
a very muscular 240+ with powerful shoulders, wrists
and triceps. He tried to shrug it off and walk away
but the clamor of the dorm was for a contest •• was he
afraid of the new champion who might have weight 115
and whose wrists were closer to spaghetti thickness.
The enthusiasm of the dorm made the contest inevitable
and the opponents were lined up, the champion . with
great confidence, in what appeared to be a David and
Goliath confrontation. Their hands were joined and
immediately Basile knew the opponent had no real
arm/hand strength and the challenge was how not to
hurt him!
After three quick victories, the former champion was
demoralized and crushed and Basile had not drawn a
hard breath, could, in fact, have read a book while
contending.
The dorm champ concluded Basile was
something of a superman and conceded, departing
glumly •• he had been set up but did not know it.
Down the hallway the Editor was talking with Richard
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Nichol, a short but powerfully wristed student, who
did not live in the dorm and just then the arm-wrestling
champion came by. Feeling abashed at having lost so
easily he challengedNicholon the spot in the hopes o
retaining some honor. His challenge was accepted and
he was quickly dealt a near mortal blow by Nichol who
was not so worried about hurting him as had been Basile.
Nichold quickly offered an apology and demonstrated that
he was a deadly with his left arm as with his right.
Our athletic friend looked grim ••• looked briefly at the
Editor and decided to call it a night. The dorm, I
might add, was following at a distance and howling as
only . a group of single seminarians can do. Their champion
recovered· from his losses and no permanent damage was
done. But remember the next time someone tells you
how good you are it may be in the hope of somehumor at
your expense . And no party is so deadly as a group of
students with little to do ••• we had better double the
assignments.

*
*

*
*

*
*

*
*

*
*

*
*

*
*

*

*

*
*

*
*

the Weakly remembers •••••
. . THE . HAPPY . YEARS OF . WORKING WITH DAVID MC CARTY
The real story of Biblical is a story of people working
together in a remarkable fellowship. Of course they come
ang go, we all go in time but when one goes it leaves
a gap filled in only with memory. And that is how it
is with David McCarty, our first development officer.
The Editor remembers when Mr. McCarty came to Seminary ••
•• to that other institution, generally unnamed, in which
the Editor previously taught. He had been successful in
business and having been converted had decided to
receive some Christian teaching. His arrival at the
Seminary triggered a new wave of optimism as we saw a
number of professional people deciding to work in Christian
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ministry. McCarty was open, outwardly confident,
distinguished in appearance, and immediately friendly.
He looked more like a faculty person than did the
faculty persons but we still managed to treat him as
a student.
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And he was a good student although Hebrew was not his
forte. In homiletics he fell under the aegis. of
Bob Camilleri, a student who pastored a church and
was a prominent speaker interested in helping others .
McCarty soon got over the confidential sales pitch
and into the "tell ' em everything" loudly routine . We
had a lot of happy moments as he worked his way through
and his family was also fun •• not as large then as now,
but fun.
One of the more doubtful associations of the old institution was a relationship, often troubled, with the
Southwestern company, an outfit that recruited students
to sell books in the summer on a commission basis, door
to door. The company provided excellent training and
insisted on a tightly disciplined schedule and the work
would have done anyone good, but many people just don't
pick up selling ideas and hence will not prosper at it.
But Lin Crowe, not a prominent academician, had enjoyed
several seasons with Southwestern in which he had made
a lot of money and we were not surprised to learn that
David McCarty was going to follow Crowe to that enterprise ••• selling Nave's Bible from home to hom. We were
also not surprised when he did very well and did not
even m.i nd when the Editor referred to the product he
was selling as "Knaves Bible" •• a very unfair appelation.
Then the unexpected happened. The old school resorted
to a new faculty and the old faculty resored to a new
school. Biblical began in 1971 and David McCarty came
from Southwestern to help in our professional operations, not to suffer l onger as a student. With his
background in business and work with Southwest·e rn, he
was a natural for the development department and he was
soon installed. His was the task of working on early
funding, laying the plans for further adventurs in this
sport, working to attract students, and the making of a
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base of support through finding persons who would cast
their lot with ours. It was not an easy job by anyone's
approximation but David jumped into it. He founded the
Biblical Bulletin, began hunting donors, and did his best
to keep his kingdom out of the bureaucratic clutches that
so many upper echelon personnel in an institution such as
this like to employ. He was open to ideas and seemed to
know how to take -advantage of small affairs to turn them
into large funding projects. If you should be tempted
to minimize some of these today, it just indicates that
you have no idea how little we had and how feeble our
resources were at the time. His projects were mostly
successful and the school continued to grow.
At one point David left us for a few years and returned
to some lucrative field. During this time he communicated often, continued to support us financially, and offered
a lot of ·good advice. The Editor of the Weakly attempted
to put out the Bulletin, something of a travesty, and
got mostly frustration~ , for his trouble but we struggled
on . Then David tired of making lots of money and returned
brining his family with him to buy a home in Hatfield.
From there until now the story continues without much
need for narration.
David provided us with some great laughs, incidentally.
Who can forget the time he ate a lot of garlic tablets
to aid digestion, etc. He concluded that if one was
good a lot more would be better so he gulped a bunch of
them. Soon they affected him in a most uncomfortable
way and someone suggested he eat soda crackers to counteract the garlic. He then ate a lot of these. But soda
crackers have a parching effect so to compensate for
that he drank a great quantity of water. The soda
crackers absorbed the water naturally and began to swell
and this produced a protrubing effect on David who was
soon rather ill. He went home in a state of shock and
could have flown there like a balloon. It was unreal
and the lack of sympathy from his friends was tragic ••• but
that is what happens to anyone who concentrates on too
much garlic.~friends •• that's the least of what they lose.
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One day in the Business Office, Mrs. Mangum, Mrs.
Taylor, and Mrs. Hawkins (bookkeeper at that time)
tried to coerce David into giving them Snickers bars
by hiding some of his possessions. They promised to
return them when a brown paper bag containing five
Snickers bars arrived at Mrs . Mangum's desk. McCarty
just smiled grimly at this but while the ladies were
eating lunch he entered the dining hall and with a
smug smile said •• "Ladies, you will get your purses
back when I get my sunflower seeds returned." He
turned on his heel and walked away and the women
gasped. For a lady to lose a purse is the end of the
world. Mrs. Taylor took the news calmly and announced
he could keep hers •• he should bring in the Snickers.
But Mrs. Mangum and Mrs. Hawkins were close to hysteria
as their car and house keys were in their purses. They
begged and pleaded and eventually gave in to get their
purses . McCarty triumphantly returned them and later
in the same day the Editor went to the Business Office
and found Mrs . Mangum and Mrs . Hawkins attempting to
chastise Mrs . Taylor at David's suggestion since she
had refused to yield to pressure. The Editor arrived
just in time ••• Mrs. Twas about to deck them both and
David and who know who else •• but just in fun, of
course. Yes, we are adults today but then ••• .
And the happy hostilities between Mrs. Brad Mellon and
David were noteworthy in the Business Office. On one
occasion Mrs. Mellon blockaded McCarty's door so that
he could not get in or go out. He retaliated by
pouring his trash can over the partition into Mrs • .
Mellon's office and while both will probably deny it
now, that is how it was.
Then came the night at the Chinese restaurant in
Jenkintown •• Lum Fong's Lotus Garden. Mrs. Mangum and
the rest of us watched McCarty pour water from the
large pitcher into glasses from heights of two to four
feet. Mrs. M feared a spillage and her fears were
justified, we can tell you where it was spilled but
you can guess just as easily. Mrs . McCarty had a small
baby and kept leaving the room under the pretext of
having to care for the tad but we could tell when a
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wife would just as soon not be seen with her husband.
·we were all anxious to keep Lum Fong from knowing who
we .were and I think we succeeded.
Many more memories are close by but we dare not forget
the encouragement David gave to the Editor in the publishing of the Weakly, the Monthly, etc. In the early
days of the press David helped the Editor to learn how
to operate a lot of the esoteric machinery he bought. He
filled a great need for us and we will always be glad.
The Weakly remembers.
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Obviously the Weakly cannot write a memory for every
departing executive but for some the Editor has written
small booklets. The fortunate ones are those who have
already been completely forgotten.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*
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*
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the Weakly Remembers •••••
. . THE . MANY YEARS OF WORKING . WITH DR. MAC RAE
That the Editor is teaching in Seminary is either to
the credit or fault of Dr. MacRae, depending on how
you look at things. When graduation loomed in 1957
at Faith Seminary, Dr. MacRae asked the Editor to stay
around (or consider it) and help with some of the academic tasks. It was not quite that simple. There had
been a difficulty in 1956 and the Editor had been one of
a group of . men who had met regularly with Dr. MacRae
(at his invitation) to pray about ~od's guidance and
protection for our institution •• through the summer.
During the academic year the faculty took over that
function and men such as the Editor went back to work
at their proper jobs. The faculty had a lot of new personnel on it: Mr. Harding, Mr. Dunzweiler, etc., and was
rather in an experimental state using a lot of new ideas
in education and working with small and progressive
classes aided by graduate assistants. The prayer meetings
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proved to be a needed part of the work and there was
a lot of evidence as to how the Lord answered our
prayers.
But towards the end of the year Dr. MacRae asked the
Editor to accompany him on one or two of his long
walks in the Elkins Park vicinity. The Editor thought
it was mainly for protection from large dogs that ran
out and pursued gentle passersby and he discovered
that Dr. MacRae could cover a lot of terrain on any
given afternoon. The latter fact was fine with the
Editor, he has been a walker for some time and prefers
it to riding when possible as it is another means of
combating softness! But after one or two of those ·
walks, Dr. MacRae asked the Editor about a lot of his
personal views and listened to the idle sort of patter
that only a beat-around-the-bush type like the Editor
can produce. In the finale of all . this, Dr. MacRae
wondered if the Editor would consider staying in the
area for a year and helping at the Seminary? Tired of
being harassed and desiring to harass someone in
return, the Editor eagerly said, "Yes!" he had always
wanted to teach and even though it seemed his duties
might not be the upper echelon of the scale, it seemed
better to him than cutting grass and polishing the
sidewalk. Thus in the fall of 1957 the Editor began
teaching at Faith and trying to make himself useful in
varied ways. In the course of the next few years he
would have a lot of different classss and a lot of
interesting chores.
In this way Dr. MacRae exercise considerable faith.
Most of the rest of the faculty were not seasoned and
another new man (they are always full of little questions that the old veterans never bother anyone about)
was one more training lesson. The Board of the
Seminary was satisfied with the Editor ' s credentials
and the next few years were good and ambitious ones.
But without Dr . MacRae ' s reaching out in this process
it is hard to tell what the Editor might have done •• ·•
he was not at the point of desperation but might . have
chosen a career in harmonica pl~ying, church humor,
or who knows what.
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The Editor has learned a lot from Dr. MacRae but not as
much as he should have or as much as the latter thinks
he should have. Generally speaking, the Editor has
needed no help in having witty remarks and rejoinders
but even in this he has picked up a few concepts from
his former chief that have been of some use. Consider
this conversation between Dr. MacRae and a very zealous
student on a controversial point:
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Dr. M.--"Do you really know a good bit about it?"
Student: "Lots"
Dr. M. "Have you read widely"
Student: "Tons of stuff on this subject"
Dr. M. "Well, what are some things you have read?"
Student: "I have read Dr
's famous treatise!"
Dr. M. "Oh, I've seen that. It't· must weigh about
half a pound. What else have you read?"
Or, in class one day:
Dr. M. "Mr.
• Please open your Hebrew Bible and
begin translating at chapter 40, verse 1."
Student: "I'm sorry, Dr. M. I failed to bring my
Hebrew Bible today."
Dr. M. "Well, that's all right, but please open your
English Bible to chapter 40 and verse 1 and
translate it back into Hebrew."
Now if you cannot see the angles in these, you may have
been studying too long •.
Patience in problems and the careful weighing of situations
are other areas where Dr. MacRae has been of special
help to the Editor. I fear the latter will never master
these things well, however, but the help he has received
in some insight into them has been considerable. Many
things do not have to be done now, and will be done
better when they may be considered more full. And the
faults of others are better handled, if we learn to live
with them first and in humility try to work for their
improvement. In many difficult situations we have seen
that one tested and the results have been worthwhile.
Being patiend with people has also paid some real
dividends.
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In this line one of the most meaningful things in thE
long relationship of some of us and Dr. MacRae was h~s
willingness to trust us in even hard decisions. The
assignment of courses · is always deceptively hard and
in the administrative run of the Seminary some of them
must be given to persons whom one hopes will perform
well, but is never .really sure until the class is
over. Dr. MacRae always exhibited a trust in the
personnel on this line and indicated that he felt the
Lord had provided the workers and would not do so in
error. Had he witnesseo the teaching of the Editor in
Greek a few years he might have wondered about that
but working together in trust and mutual confidence is
a great help for the work and tbe workers.
In beginning at Biblical we were still learning a lot
of things---many of which have not been mastered yet.
But soon after we began this careery the Editor began
the Weakly as a morale and information factor (or so he ·
thought) for a student body that had existed through
some harrowing experiences and did not have a lot of
physival things to reward it. Someone asked the Editorhow Dr. MacRae felt about some of his Weakly lines
making fun of _some of the Seminary administrative
procedures. What the response was then, . the writer is
not sure of today, but thinking it all over, it is one
of those happy facts that the president of the school
even trusted the spotty brain of the Editor with the
Weakly and daily affairs.
Dr. MacRae is retiring and anoth~r president will
succeed him soon after an instructional history of
more than fifty years but perhaps one more tale will
not be too much. The Editor was grading some -..: tests
for Dr. MacRae and Student X thought his paper had
been unfairly marked. The Editor said he could take
the paper to Dr. MacRae and the student did. so with
considerable venom. Somewhat later the student met
the Editor in the hallway and, looking sad, said Dr.
MacRae wanted to see me. He had read the student
paper and thought I had given him far too much credit
for his answers and had reduced the grade by a full
letter. He hoped I had not graded all papers so high.
No one can tell how much an association like that
means to the oncoming generation.
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The Weakly remembers ••••
THE TOO-SHORT PRESIDENCY OF G. AIKEN TAYLOR
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It is hard to imagine the force of impact that Dr. Taylor
made on the life of Biblical Seminary in the few short
months he was enabled to be with us. His passing was a
great loss to the Editor as well as to the entire institution and the church at large. But he touched our
lives for good and that is how we remember him and his
m.inistry.
In the course of last summer it was reported to the
Editor that Dr. Taylor was considering the Biblical
presidency, or the presidency was considering him, or
whatever. The Editor had never met him but had read many
of his editorials through the years . He saw in them a
strong touch of satire (often), a sense of humor (very
often) and a great commitment (all the time). But
having worked so long in a continuous situation, it
was not easy to know how to feel in advance about the
coming of a new president. Perhaps one would have to
say the Editor was noncommital at best, maybe indifferent
at worst. He wanted to wait and see for many times
hopes and aspirations as well as fears and doubts do
not work out the way people think they will. He waited .
He met Dr. Taylor early one morning at the Seminary
on the day the whale faculty was due to talk to the
presidential candidate. The Editor quickly felt his
warmth as discussion was offered on "Old Taylors" both
had . known and in about five minutes the Editor was
fervently hoping he would get to work with this man.
Eventually the faculty gathered and plied Dr. Taylor
with numerous questions of concern. Many of them look
rather small today but at the time they were affairs
close to our thinking and we were anxious to see how a
new president would regard them. He treated all matters'
with proper sobriety and responded openly and wisely.
His treatment of the questioners and their matters was
marked with censideration and calm. The Editor does
not know how Dr. Taylor felt about the occasion but
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the Editor felt relieved anQ pleased with the attitud«
interest, and obsvious ·concern for harmon in the presidential candidate. His concept of leadership was keen
and it was clear that he did not intend to simply let
the ship drift while waiting for some~hing to happen • .
It would seem that he would take the helm an¢lot the
course but would only do it with thoughtfulness and concern for the testimony and work of the Lord and the
institution • . Later that day the faculty recommended
to the Board the appointment of Dr. Taylor to our presidency. The Editor is not sure the Board needed recommendation but that body has also shown a concern for
unity and concord in our development. · We were then
quite pleased to learn that the position had been
offered and accepted and we were to have a new leader.
For those of us who had worked so long with Dr. MacRae,
the change was a bit traumatic ••• just the uncertainty
of knowing what direction the new leadership would move
in contrast with the former. With considerable timidity
the Editor mention to Dr. Taylor that, if he thought it
best, the name of the Weakly and Monthly could be
changed ••• since the Editor is not known for precision
and Dr. Taylor was. "Well, Tom," he said graciously,
"people who know my style will not confuse it with
yours and people who don't -won't care anyway so I think
you may as well keep the names •• you are a Taylor, too."
And that rather marked his relationship with the Editor
and all of his colleagues, a freedom of expression and
an understanding of our direction. And, you know, the
Editor of the Weakly has made an effort to do the
technicalities better •• a small effort, at least.
Planning the inauguration service proved to be a very
interesting experience. We were all somewhat amateurs
at this sort of thing and most of us had participated
in other schools~ services so there was a great bunch ·
of different ideas on what to do. Dr. Taylor gave us
pretty much of a freehand and just asked to be told
how things looked and what he should do. The night
of the ceremony was one of the great nights of the
year and the Editor felt Qn a high for some days to
come.
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Thereafter Dr. Taylor went vigorously into the presidential work: the things leading to the candidate
status with Middle States, the promotion of the school
in an economic venture, and so forth. But he never lost
his touch for the students and/or his colleagues. If
someone were sick, he was soon on the scene. If a problem existed, he was eager for consultation. If a question arose, he was keen to have it answered. He was able
to address us on heart-to-heart issues with considerable
fervor and to promote those things he deemed in the best
interest of the school and its fellowship. He was
instantly a part of our family and it seemed as if he
had been here for years and years.
To the Editor of the Weakly, Dr . Taylor gave a special
sense of worth! The Editor has never doubted that the
institution and its personnel appreciated his work and
has usually felt very much a part of the institution.
But deep in his mind the EDitor felt the institutional
appreciation was an economic thing, related largely to
his willingness to teach great gobs of stuff and assume
other duties as able, an economic appreciation that is
attached to what one can produce rather than to the
person as a being. The Editor may have been wrong about
that but with DR. Taylor there seemed no question . It
was the person or the people he valued, not all the
things a person could do . This was very meaningful to
the Editor and it is one of the items lost in his passing
that made the departure so hard for this office .
It is hard to say how he bacame so firmly implanted
in our affections in such a short period of time. But
implanted he was. As noted in the memorial service,
in a few months he had done us years of good. He was
planning to teach a course next year and share his
feeling for the pastoral ministry with the practical
theology department. Many other things were on his
mind with that for the growth and encouragement of our
students. And perhaps that is where his heart failed.
Perhpas it was too full and the enthusiasm for the work
too much. Whatever the case, we were greatly moved
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by his term in office and touched in a way that we
will not be exactly the same again.
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Well, after the memorial service the Editor of the
Weakly sought the confines of his cluttered office
and had a good cry. Not one in anger or frustration or regret but just one of deep personal . loss.
His nerves neede it and, as Dr. MacRae had said in
chapel, it is no shame to let our emotions be ex- · . ..
pressed to a God who cares and loves us. The
Editor put Dr. Taylor's picture under the glass on
his desk (there are ·a lot of pictures there) and
quietly told him "so long" with a word of thanks
for what was done and a confident expression of
union with Christ forever.
Then it is back to work! We had doubted the Lord
would give us a president who would be as much of
an inspiration to us as had been Dr. MacRae . We
who doubted were wrong ••• the Lord powerfully answered our weak prayers in the person 0f G. Aiken Taylor
and this act of His grace assures us that He will
answer again. If nothing else matures from the contact with Dr. Taylor, a deeper trust in God's control should be an obvious fact . We knew him but
for a few months •• but when God was so good we were
fortunate to know him at all. God will sustain
His people.
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the Weakly Remembers •••
BIG STORMS THAT HAVE AFFECTED SEMINARY LIFE
I am speaking of natural storms, of course, not of
a few disgruntled students with changed schedules.
The first of them was Hurrican Hazel which struck in
this area in the fall of 1954. The Editor was in his
first year at Faith Seminary and had the position of
gardener, groundskeeper at the school. Faith had a
large property (36 acres) and it had been abused for
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some time before the Seminary bought the property.
Before the Editor arrived a lot of work had been done
to restore the lawns~ etc.~ and theEditor continued in
this sort of work throughout his Seminary days •••
flitting from classroom to lawn mower~ snow plow, etc.,
depending on whatever needed done at the time. The
damage of Hazel to the property cannot easily be described
today • • it was a sort of vegetation carnage of the
first level.
More than forty major sized trees were downed! Every
driveway to the property was blocked by fallen trees and
power lines; In addition to the major trees, there was
no accounting for all the smaller ones and ornamental
bushes that were simply blown out of their places.
Among the forty were two sycamores, one with a bole of
56 inches and a near-perfect shape and another with a
bole of 66 ~nches although not so perfect in form.
A huge black willow with a limb span of 150 feet was
dismantled and a Kentucky coffeetree of more than eighty
feet in height was thrown down. Several large maples
were uprooted, some large elms were torn in half, so
to speak, and a prize spruce--a specimen for the books-was just gouged out of the earth • . It took a day of
solid axe work to open the driveways and the Editor
would spend much of the winter removing the carnage of
the storm and creating great clouds of smoke with the
burning of brush. As students could not get onto the
property (although about 30 lived on the grounds),
classes were suspended ene afternoon and it was hoped
that some not in class would help the Editor in the
cleaning up work ••• and many did.
A few years later Hurricane Diane struck. Fewere major
trees were downed at Faith but there was still considerable loss. Ir0nically oe or two badly weakened
trees (the Editor though there was danger every day of
them falling 0n sGmeone) withstood both of these storms
and may be standing yet today! But a large oak gave
up to Diane, another large coffeetree, and a massive
honey locust. Some firewood was salvageable but when
1
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a tree is blown down in a storm, there is almost
never any lumber value left •• the twisting of the
trunk, etc., usually causes splintering in the
wood grain and as a general rule the useful purposes
of the wood are lost thereby. But since the driveways were not blocked, school went on merrily right
through Diane and the whistling wind merely gave added
interest to the academic foray.
In the spring of 1958 a giant snowstorm came early
in April • • • after they were all supposed to be over.
The heavy wet snow laid in gobs on the trees,
especially the evergreens, and, coupled with the wet
ground, (spring thaw was there) and a lat e driving
wind, many trees were simply uprooted and fell. The
Editor counted the loss of 36 prime trees chiefly due
to the overloading of snow and the wet earth. In as
much as several of us could not get home that night
and spent the evening in the building, ·it was thought
that classes should be suspended the next day but we
went on with them and simply informed those students
who could not get in that "if you missed it, you
missed it" . The Editor could not get home so he
slept in his office, such as it was, but not until
he and student Ronald Hoelz had played thirty six
continuous table tennis games ••• Hoelze winning
twenty five of them but the Editor doing his best to
make it interesting. The next day we all shoveled
snow •• until it was time for class. (Our of his landscape background the Editor offered estimates of
loss due to the technical nature of ·the storm and
insurance reimbursed the seminary about 3,600 for
the damage.)
In time the big storn at Faith was one that blew out
most of the faculty and when the gusts of wind had
settled we had all fallen out of the storm cloud
in Hatfield under the gentle aegis of Dr . Murray and
company. The exact character of this storm had to
be seen to be believed and the Editor is still not
sure that he believes it, but it is over and the
tornadoes of cyclic force had created a new institution to suffer more of t he storms of life .
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At Biblical there emerged no major storms for some
time. There was a threat in 1974 •• the weather people
were predicting 18 to 20 inches of snow beginning about
8:00 PM and continuing through noon of the following day.
The predictions persisted with terrific concepts of
food shortages, · power failu~e, and all that sort of
thing. So great was the furor that the Dean of the
Seminary decided to close school for that storm •• the Dean
at that time being Professor Dunzweiler. The announcement was given to the students that very day and they
were told to go home, make ready, and enjoy the storm
as might be possible . Alas, would you believe it? Not
a flake fell. The storm did not begin at 8 or any subsequent time. It went down to Virginia we were later
told, and the following day not only had no snow on the
ground but a bright sun in the sky •• it was a beautiful
winter's day and the storm that should have affected us
gave us a day off ·with no adversity . (Following this
event the Weakly gave the Dean the nickname of "WeatherChicken.)
Since then there have been a number of moments of doubt.
EVening school has been cancelled three or four times
in the last few years due to storms beginning about three
in the af ternoon! And the day school has also had a
few touchy moments when it looked like we might be snowed
in or snowed out . On one of these the Editor arose at
3 AM to shovel his long driveway •• plowed through the
back roads and got to school just in time for class, only
to discover the institution had been dismissed and he had
missed the announcement on the radio as it had been given
after his departure from home. His outrage was loud
and, in fairness, the establishment called him personally
on the next such event.
He was surprised to receive a call somewhat later telling
him in advance of Hurricane Gloria, that the students
were being told not to come •• the school would close in
deferenee to the hurricane. The EDitor has learned not
to quarrel with the dean on these matters ••• that job is
sufficiently hard without a lot of recalcitrant spirits
complicating it more, so he just went back to bed .
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Eventually there was . a lot of rain and a bit of wind,
it pulled down part of the Editor's willow tree,
which he soon cut, ~ chopped, and dismantled, but in
terms of winds we have seen it was about as strong as
a loud homiletics message on a dull day. It did
create some carnage in other places but comparatively
little of any permanent sort. The Weakly hopes all
BTS personnel had a nice day and that they are eager
to go back to work with a vengeance and he also ~hopes
that we will learn in time some things cannot be
predicted in the capacity to which part of our society
tries to predict them.
·
Ah, for those days when the storms of life neither
halted the mail or the academic process! Nevertheless
our thanks to the Dean •• the Editor did not come to his
office, did not do a single lick of academic work,
and did not have a simple thought of scholarly achievement. In the evening he and Mrs. Taylor went out to ·
dinner, congratulating themselves on the willingness
to brave the ferocity of nature in behald of such
delightful occupations. The restaurants, the Editor
noted, were full •• only the classrooms were empty.
In the years since Biblical has returned to a policy
of never closing •• if you miss it, you miss it. And
at least we know what the policy ·.is.
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the Weakly remembers
IN LIGHT OF HER PASSING, THE EDITOR REMEMBERS HIS
MOTHER
Mother moved to heaven in August after a rather short
illness. Memories of her flood the Editor's mind
although some of the facts and details are obscure ••
that is the way it has always been in our family. But
she was born to Ernest and Sara Brown in 1907 and was
duly christened Eva Leota (it is good that some names
are no longer common). She was their first child
following a number of still-births and miscarriages.
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and the family wandered between Muncie, Indiana and
Mt. Vernon, Ohio as her father was at that time following
the glassmaker's trade. Grandfather Brown came from an
old Indiana family that had entered that state on the
heels of Lewis and Clark while Grandmother's family had
emigrated in the 1880's to Pennsylvania to "mine coal"
and lived in a mine patch near Pittsburgh . They had
met when "Pop" Brown liad .come to Pittsburgh to work in
a glass house and boarded in a home near the "patch".
Eventually he though the glass houses were going nowhere
so he entered civil service as a postal clerk on the
railroad and the family moved to Chicago where mother did
a lot of her growing up. By then she had a brother and
a sister and that was the extent of them.
In Chicago one of the children's joys was the afternoon
matinee at a local theatre. It was a Saturday treat and
they went as often as they could . One afternoon that
trip was aborted on unknown grounds (the children never
could agree why they did not go) and that was the day
the Iroquois theatre burned with an enormous (a few
hundred) loss of life. Hundreds of children died in
the fire : or were trampled in the rush to get out.
Years later mother would look back on that time as one
of the many times God had shown mercy to people who did
not know Him but for whom He had some purpose to come.
The family was nominally Episcopalian . But my grandfather read too much and had absorbed almost all of the
higher critical and Bible-destroying ideas. It finally
led to his separation from the church and allowed the
family members to go several directions. He was very
elderly before the redemptive truths came forcefuly
into his home while the children made their own ways.
Securing a civil service appointment to the PittsburghChicago mail run, the family decided it would be better
to life in Pittsburgh near many relatives. The return
came in the early twenties and they settled in the west
end of . that city. Grandfather would spend the rest of
his civil service time on the Broadway Limited to Chicago
and the life of mother would center around the Pittsburgh
kin. At some time the family acquired a boarder,
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Thomas DeWitt Taylor. He had been born in the mine
patch and grandmother Brown had been the little girl
assisting the mid-wife when he was born. His parents
were gone •• mother died, . father returned to Wales, when
he was very small and he had lived "on his own" since
he was eight years old. · He was twelve years older
than mother but they fell in love and in time were
married and about three years later ·I was born to them
•• just before the start of the great depression. My
father was a garageman, a clever, self-taught person
of whom many things m.ight be told. Good at his trade,
he was very poor at business and his various adventures
led the family to live in the country on a small farm
where at least you could eat •• as you grew the stuff.
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So we journeyed out of Pittsburgh to farm and provide.
In time mother would have six children in these surroundings and would see them grow through many troubled
circumstances. He highest ambition was ·to be a mother
and she was enabled to see that happily fulfilled.
I remember going to the truck patches to watch Mother
and her father work when we still lived in Pittsburgh
and they rented a few acres in the country. But when
we moved to the farm, life accelerated in this area.
Mother was a tireless worker, oh, I suppose she got
tired but she did not quit or mention it until everything was done. She had no patience with complaining
or laziness and very little patience with folks who
would not accept their lot in life in a happy way. Her
life would take a hard turn when, in the angre depression years, my father began to drink and became quite
addicted to the stuff. His happy deportment when sober
exactly reversed itself when drinking and there were
many hard days and nights. But mother though that life
had to be lived as it came and you had to make the
most of it •• and she was not very kindly disposed to
those who were not willing to do that. She was generous, however, and during the depression years many
wanteres came to our place ••• none were sent away
hungry or lacking any other thing she could offer for
relief. She believed they would one day be on their
feet and not have to begl But industry and hard work
were her key words.
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Mother was not large. She barely touched five feet
for height and when I was born she weighed only slightly
more than 90 pounts •• I weigh~d ~ within an ounce of 12.
But could she work! At one time we had three cows (we
were market growers) which mother and ' I milked . Mother
milked two cows easily before I had my stool adjusted. I
remember the sad look on the face of the cows who found
out that "cold fingers Tom" was milking :them. She
worked on the days children were born ••• before and after ••
just taking time off for the birth and then, back at
it. Apart from the first and last all were born at home
She relished a job and nothing was beyond her capacity
to try. It was a great heritage for a boy with which
to live and grow.
Family difficulties persuaded mother that she needed
something more to sustain her than children and hard
work. She determined to go to church •• a three mile
walk. This she did . for four or five weeks and then at
the church was an evangelistic service . Mother walked
over every night but on Friday night the evangelist
called the night "Scouts honor night" and the boy scout
troop cam en masse. The preacher talked that night of
sin and forgiveness, grace and salvation. When an invitation was given at the end of the service, my mother
responded immediately . I also believed. We were
born from above on the same night.
Mother brought her toughness and tenacity to her faith.
She quickly became a worker . in the church and a Bible
student . When the successive pastor proved to be less
committed to the Gospel expression, she never yielded
an inch to modern ideas but continued to study and
work on her own. In time many in the family trusted
Christ and father also came into conviction and trust
although only after some hard years .
The year following
my conversion I went to college, my father took ill with
a sickness from which he never really recovered. He
passed away in 1952 and shortly after Ruth and I married
in 1954, mother married a Christian friend, Charles
Maharg who preceeded her in death three years ago. And
we are left with wonderful memories.
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I remember a mother who was firm sometimes to the
point of belligerency, who was opinionated to the verge
of sheer stubbornness, who was dedicated to the degree
of complete self-giving. A mother who listened patiently and enlessly to the .rambling talk of her oldest. son
as he related every minute detail of the activities of
school. A mother who taught us to love work and to
fear nothing when one is doing what is right. A mother
who would bake pie for breakfast and eat it with ice
cream it that was the way she wanted it. A mother
whose day began at 4 and regardless of circumstance
ended with the work was done. A mother who said •• "Now
that you've been to college don't think you're too
good for the rest of us and don't preach in highfallutin' words." Twice during her lifetime the
Editor was told she was ill and probably would not
live-.but she did. Then a series of small strokes,
a brief comatose month •• and then heaven. If you see
a tear drop on the page, it is just the Editor saying
"thank you" to the Lord •••• and to Mother.
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THE Weakly Remembers •••••
THE EDITOR'S MILITARY EXPERIENCE •••
BUT NOT ALL OF IT!
About this subject the Editor talks too much •• but it
was a big part of his life and the memories and
emblazoned in red, white, and blue!
It was March 7. 1951 when the Editor was inducted
into the army of the United States. The Korean war
was going badly and the Editor was regarded as a prime
specimen of American manhood, fit for the military.
He had been given notice in July of 1950 that he would
be called in thirty days but ••• it had not happened and
finally in 1951 he pleaded to be called if he was to be
called ••• life can be lived suspensefully just so long.
So the day came and just that quickly he was gone.
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A bus took him from Cooperstown in western Pennsylvania
to the railroad station in Pittsburgh. ~is mother
cried softly as he went to the bus and his grandfather
breathed out a special .imprecation on the Communists.
The induction ceremony in Pittsburgh was brief and by
11 : 00 PM he was on a train headed for Ft. Meade, Maryland.
It was a "draft" train and the Editor found himself with
a lot of men of common cause. Someone pulled out a
harmonica and the Editor found his own. Soon there were
fiye of us playing sad songs on the harmonicas while
some others sang. We went through hillbilly, popular,
and modern jazz compositions, a few hymns and ended with
Ave Maria! The Editor ate the candy the Salvation Army
had given him at the train, gave away the cigarettes
the Red Cross had given him, and watch the night through
the window. He had barely fallen asleep in his chair
when the train nerkingly halted at Ft. Meade. We were
all roused and led out of the train like so many
slaughterhouse animals •• it was cold outside and a rather
wretched band was playing "This is the Army, Mr. Jones."
Herded into a common holding area we were all soon in
the process of being processed . The civilian things,
including the hair, were gone and the Editor, always a
modest person, still flushes when he recalls how long
and how far he walked around unadorned by any garments
at all. There were harassments of several varieties,
haranguings of highly original development, and instructions of such a nature as to have been written for
doctoral candidates. Throughout the day the Editor was
examined, given shots, fitted for all sorts of things,
and instructed in the importance of knowing his serial
number • •• us 52 106 190 and the general orders every
soldier should know •• twelve of them. The Editor memorized
these immediately ••• memorizing was one of his things •••
and he did it while waiting in a food line althoug the
term "food" must be . understood lightly in this context.
Eventually it was evening, the processing was over and
we were directed to a barracks with strong warnings not
to lose our stuff .
In the barracks the Editor selected a stern looking bunk
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with a mattress of questionable holding power. He ha
barely placed his newly acquired duffle bag on it when
a cadreman came by and asked if he knew his serial
number. It was respectfully given and the "noncom"
sneeringly said that I probably knew the general orders,
too. I began to recite them when he indicated that was
not necessary but called for another cadreman and said,
"Here's another one." Since I knew these things already they determined I did not need much use of the
barracks and the Editor and four or five other luckless
specimens were taken for .. "fire watch" duty ••• walking
around the different buildings armed with flashlights
and whistels •• to summon the guards in case of fire . We
walked four hours and were off one ••• not allowed at
that rate in the Army then, but who knew that or who
cared? The night passed and it was morning and the
Editor and colleagues returned to the barracks where
they were sent to clean the parade ground; Much invective was given the Editor andhis friends that day
since they were not fast enough at cleaning and after
dinner it was back to a "watch". At four in the morning
an officer came for the Editor and . a couple other men
and led us away •• we were being given our aptitude and
intelligence tests ••• we had not had any sleep in 48
hours but any test was better than crawling on the
parade ground or "walking fire watch". The tests were
long and complicated and the Editor kept wanting to
fall asleep. When they were finished, five hours
later, we were taken to our Barracks and allowed to
lie down. Before I could fall asleep I was taken to
have my test work reviewed. The officer did not
upbraid me for my sloppy attempt at saluting and
after bidding me to sit down he laid the test results
before me. They were, modestly, excellent in spite of
everything. Mechanical aptitude had the lowest score
but in the arts and sciences I had very · high marks.
He complimented me andnoted that I had a perfect score
in the code aptitude test. He then informed me .that
I would be given instruction in radio-telegraphy and
that I should pack up to go. The train would leave in
an hour for Camp Gordon, Georgia. As I put my stuff
together one of the noncoms came through announcing
there would be a welcome party at the PX that night
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and everyone could come . and someone was bringing
fifty girls from Baltimore ••• ! was glad to be leaving
on the next train .
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The train ride was filled with some apprehension as most
of us had no idea of what we would be doing . Many
were confused about the tests and the assignments. But
in time we got the harmonicas again and this time played
"God Bless America" over and over. About noon we arrived
at Campt Gordon and there was the ubiquitous band
playing uThis is the Army~ Mr. Jones". By then I had
no doubt . With many others I stood at rigid attention
while a lietuenant checked our orders individually. Some
were told to "fall out" here and there and I was told
to "fall in" over there. Shortly thereafter we were
marched to the Basic Training area for company 19 and I
was ushered into a barracks that was congested beyond
belief but I got my locker and duffel bag in good form .
And a short while later met my friend, Fred Tanselle.
We had eaten, so to speak~ and been marched back to the
barracks. We were instructed to "hit the sack" as we
had had a tiring day • • it seemed to good to be true, bed
at last. In the midst of our floor and confusion (about
200 men) suddenly Fred~ a large~ rotund person with a
high voice~ spoke up in tones that were easily heard
throughout the room. Softly he said ••• that his custom
before retiring was to read a .little bit from the Bible
and pray •• and anyone who wanted to do that could join him
as his bunk . Just like that. No one mocked or whimpered
as I recall it •• perhaps they were "stoned". A few of
us made our .way to his area and after a verse and a word
of prayer~ we retired, thankful for the consideration
of the army.
Wha·t we did not realize was that in just
one hour we were going to be rolled out and spend the
rest of the night marching around the camp in ''military
formation". As short sleep and a long night.
As we marched, as I recall it, I could hear Fred singing
softly, to himself. He was about my height and the
alphabetic nature of our names put us near. We were
given a bread every hour of ten minutes and on the first
break I hummed along with him. Later I (or we) made
friends with a deep bass from Maryland and still later
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with a baritone from St. Louis. The four of us soon
had a quartet and it is striking how singing helps
the morale. (This did not happen on one night •• but
over about three weeks) Marching on bivouac in a
rainy period, we paused for the break and got together
harmonizing "America". Our cadreman was as hard as
nails but when we had finished he asked us to sing it
again •• there were tears in his eyes. In the next ten
weeks we would sing all over the base: at parties in
the Officer's Club, at the USO, and on the rifle
range . It was a wonderful experience and then, just
as· quickly as it had happened, it was over. Fred was
being sent to messenger school someplace, the bass
was going to Ft. Monmouth for relay radio work, the
baritorn was headed somewhere else and I was staying
at Camp Gordon for radio sehool • . I cried like a baby
as my friends marched away. I never saw herb or
Dharlie again (bass and baritone) but I kept ~ in
feeble touch with Fred •• who continued a strong,
Christian witness and does so to this day. ·
There is not time to tell the fine things that happened to me in the military. I was soon promoted to
Private First Class (a big deal then), then to corporal and almost before I had my new stripes sewed
on, to sergeant. I found new and exciting experiences
daily and the Lord's goodness to me was overwhelming.
It is not possible to discuss it now but the adventures of the next two years have given me enough
stories, introduced me to an abundance of friends,
and equipped me in many ways far a lifetime. Then in
1953 it was over and I was riding home on a train
from San Francisco •• a civilian once more. There are
many things for which I am glad and this is one of
them •• that I was privileged to serve by the grace of
God in the Army of the United States of America.
Where is that flag ••• and is that Kate Smith I hear
singing?
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The Weakly Remembers •••
THE FACULTY SENIOR DINNERS AND THE CREATION OF
TAYLOR'S PIZZA
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The Faculty-Senior dinner is a venerable tradition
dating back to mediaeval times and updated in more
recent years at the instigation of Dr. MacRae. What
was done before 1958 I am not sure although many accounts
are available and I just have not had the time for the
needed historical research. But in 1958 the faculty of
Faith Seminary decided to have a dinner for the members
of the graduating class. After much discussion we prepared pot-pies made by the Myers people and served them
in as good a way as possible. After all, the fellowship
was the important thing, the food was just an alibi
for the fellowship.
On the occasion the following year, Professor Douglas
Watson, unhappy with pot piets, suggested a roast beef
dinner which he would cook. The Editor helped him in a
remote sort of way and it was an excellent meal with
appropriate fellowship. But a full meal of such proportions was difficult since about half of the faculty
was usually late and students straggled in to find the
hot beef had cooled considerably and the gravy had
reverted to a gelatinous mixture of lumpy flour and too
much cornstarch.

So at some time the Editor and his wife, experimenting
with pizza for guests, suggested they would make pizza
if the faculty favored it. There was a small hesitation
at first, pizza was almost unknown as anything but a
snack dish and a lot of it was not fit for that! But
the culinary reputation of . the Taylors ·carried the day
and since . l960 we have served pizza for this meal. The
form has varied and we have had a number of side dishes
but pizza has been the main course.
Mrs. Taylor makes the crust for these pizzas, from
scratch. There is a lot of whole wheat flour and other
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healthy things slipped in. We use a tomato sauce
which, in abundant years, we make ourselves but
otherwise buy from some cheap source and season it
up to our standards. On this tomato sauce we place
a considerable quantity of sausage, sweet and seasoned,
and pepperoni. To this we add mushrooms and onions,
olive black and green, chunks of green pepper and
who knows what and the cover the whole mess with a
combination of provolone, mozzarella and muenster
cheese. (Sometimes we omit some items for the benefit
of the delicate tummies of some of our personnel) The
cheese completely covers the pizza and we cook it
until the cheese has melted and saturated the whole.
WE have served it with a salad or whatever and hot
peppers on the side. My wife figures one pizza will
serve three people and that is sometimes right and
just once in awhile, when monstrous eaters are present,
it has been a· ·bit scant. The cost is very reasonable
when you don't have to make money at it •• if we were
operating a restaurant we might have to figure on a
different basis.
At one time we featured a "Dunzweiler" pizza, just the
crust rubbed with olive oil giving it a "bald" appearance. We had a "Pakala" pizza in which everything
was served upside down giving a confused appearance.
And we had a "Peterson" pizza in which the main ingredient was center material from old baseballs and a .
"Vannoy" pizza that was perfectly smooth on top giving
it an unruffled appearance. The "Murray" pizza had
no tomato sauce and so it went .
Because the work is done from the Seminary's cafeteria
with limited oven space, it was sometimes slow. But
worth waiting for. The crust is thin, the topping is
enormous •• we do place forks at the table although if
one is brave, one may pick it up. The forks also allow
those who eat with unwashed hands to be less Pharisaical in the total role.
The dinner programs have consisted of testimonies fro~
the students who are graduating and, once in awhile,
from the faculty members •• who emotional status at the
time guarantees this will be a long session. We all
weep a little bit and drown our sorrows in the special
beverage the Editor prepares ••• a calming potion.
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Sadly we use paper plates and throw away stuff because
by the time the dinner was over the sentimentality had
killed any desire the other faculty members had to
help clean up (there were alway some who volunteered
but who mostly stood in the kitchen and talked!).
But that seemed not to take any of the edge off the
occasion. And students were encouraged to tell us of
their hopes, plans, etc.
The Weakly notes that this annual feast is for the
faculty/staff persons and the graduation members of
the student body. It does not include spouses or
children or strolling troubadours. But it has always
been a happy time with a lot of interesting thoughts
and emotional, spiritual, academic bonding.

*
*

*
*

*
*

*
*

*
*

*
*

*
*

*
*

*
*

*
*
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the Weakly Remembers
.. A. BUNCH . OF UNCLASSIFIED STUFF

The previous thirteen essays were all printed in one
way or another in the Weakly. The dates are vague but
indicated in the content note on the reverse of the
cover. Due to some editing the actual mass was reduced
and this has allowed the Editor some room for general
notes of remembrances. These are random and not classified
and the accuracies and inaccuracies of the Editor's
memory are about the same as in the· foregoing essays.
No intentional false not is given but once in awhile the
mind slips a cog and something might not be just right.
The Editor does not promise to correct a misconception
as he is not planning to do this again. He is only
retiring once and while he will remember for a lifetime,
he hopes, he will not be writing it up again •• hopefully.
So a number of remembrances will just be spelled out
and if you can identify with them, good ••• if not, well,
that is how it is.
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---THE OPENING OF BIBLICAL, 1971, September
What a night i~ was. The building was still in the
primitive shape in which we bought it but Dr. Murray
had been telling people of the Seminary, students
had been applying, and a great program was planned
for the opening of school •• the new school. The data
as to how the Seminary had come into existence was
fairly well known and a big crowd gathered •• no, we
did not count it but • •we had very narrow metal chairs
in the auditorium and had seating materials in every
known place. We were absolutely mobbed and the hallways outside the chapel were full. Those who came
included friends, supporters, former students of the
Biblical faculty and persons who were very much
opposed to us as well. The Editor was offered the
post of MC and he worked hard at it, finding humor
in a lot of things that really were not very funny.
The Murrays (Dr. and Mrs. Murray and Sara Murray)
had worked especially hard for this and had given a
great deal of themselves. In some ways it was their
night. The Bible Choraliers sang, Dr. Murray went
over the steps of development, guests identified
themselves and the smiles could have burst the walls.
We had refreshments when it concluded with a lot of
words of prayer and promises of remembrances from
people in general. A few detractors came by the
Editor and indicated they would pray for· our
collapse. So the prayers that went to heaven on that
occasion must have been somewhat confusing but we
think we know which were answered. And in just a
few days the emotional euphoria was over and we were
into the books.
Opening exercises have rather been given up at
Biblical in any formal way. But that was a great
night and the Weakly remembers the joy the Lord gave
us on that occasion.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

--THE ARRIVAL OF THE SOUP TRUCKS, many times.
It happened that when the Campbell's soup people were
in Camden, they frequently gave away great quantities
of their products to schools, missions, ets., that
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were of a charitable bent . The Chairman of the Board
was a committed Christian and our contact came through
Mr. Oldham, a member of our Board and let us not be
more technical than that .
What would happen was that we would receive a notice
that a quantity of stuff was being given to us • • 3- 4
hundred cases. The truck would come, we would unload
it and store it for usage in the basement, down the
halls, and in all sorts of places. It does not happen
today, Campbells has moved and a lot of places that
used to bathe in soup do so no longer.
one day we got a sudden call •• on the following
Saturday (next day) a truck was bringing us 420 cases
of soup, sphagetti, etc. We would need a crew to unload
it. But at the time of day of the call and the time of
year ••• unloaders were at a premium. When the truck
arrived there was only Carl Martin, Rich Messenger,
and myself. Rich Messenger had been suffering with a
physical liability but was willing to do whatever he
could. We had the truck pulled to a side door that
is no longer functioning and Rich pushed ·:the cases to
the tailga te and Carl and I carried them in. Carl was
of considerably greater strength than the Editor and
probably in much better shape. But after one trip I
discovered that I could carry a case very easily •• and
Carl carried two cases. So I expanded my operation and
found I could carry two without great discomfort and
to my surprise Carl came carrying three. Well, three
was a strain for me, not fatal of course, but I then
carried three and to my wonder, Carl carried four. I
was .not able to pick up four but I am sure he could have
carried five. I soon returned to two and he returned
to three •• and I think one oT two otheT physically ·-··
minded students joined us later • • but we got it all in.
At any rate, it is a mistake to try to keep up with the
students in things like this •• and we don't get soup
like that any more.
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The Weakly remembers •• Tl{E COOKING OF THE SEMINARY
BANQUET WITH Howard Wells and the
Burt family
We always said that more students could attend the
Seminary banquet in the spring if the price was not
so high. So on one year the Editor told the Student
Council that he, a qualified cook, and Howard Wells
a student graduating that year and an extremely
qualified cook, would prepare the Seminary banquet
and greatly reduce the cost of same. The Council had
experience enough of the cooking of . Wells and Taylor
to trust them with the chore and David Burt and his
wife enrolled as specialists for the . meal. It was
decided to hold it in the gym of Calvary Church in
Souderton --has a large kitchen among other things-and a decoration committee was also appointed. The
cuisine staff took certain responsibilities while
working in almost all areas as well. Howard would
be in charge of the meat (at least two offerings:
ham and roast beef), the Editor would be in charge of
the salad buffet, breads, etc and oversee some desserts
while the Burts would help him with the vegetables
and, in particular, prepare a special type of baked
potato known only to them. It was a - great event and
one of those memorable things not soon forgotten • . The
Editor secured all the salad stuff and with the help
of student Gwen Griffith saw a beautifully arranged
table (yes, we do not need to indulge in false modesty).
The meat was cooked to perfection and appropriate
gravies made and, although there were some small . moments
of question with the baked potatoes, all of the vegetables came our right. We figured it would cost about
$3 a plate and it was in a buffet ••• help yourself as
much as you like manner. What a savings •• who could not
come? When the student council saw our price range,
it went berserk and decided this was the year to have
professional entertainment. So they engaged a musician
whose fees returned the banquet price to what it would
have been if we had gone te a swanky restaurant. And,
frankly, the special music was about as good as a local
spoon band! See, the Editor still speaks ·with some
vitriol. But it was a good effort, a happy experience
and a lesson in how saving money does not always work.
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--The EVENINGS OF EDIFICATION PROGRAM S
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One year, at the Theological Institute that used
to be held in June, the Editor had a night with no
planned program so he thought a program of "entertainment"
would be suitable for the guests of the Institute. In
the Seminary student body was a gifted performer in the
person of Will Liege! and the Editor secured his help
in putting together a program that included some foolish
things by the Editor, some drama by Liege!, a little
"magic" by an old friend, and the like . It may or may
not have been good but it was fun and the Institute
people enjoyed it and urged us to do it again. Well,
with that sort of encouragement • •we did.
But we did not · do the same thing. We planned a program
for the fall on the same format and presented it in
a local junior high school auditorium to a full house .
We included testimonies, special music and various bits
of drama and humor. Liege! evaluated the talent and
constructed thep-cogram and the Editor ran the necessary
errands. Sometimes the talent may not have been top of
the line but it was sincere and respectable and we
produced a program in the fall and in the spring and
in the following year went on the road . Road attendances
were not as vigorous as the local ones but were not bad
and we had with the program an accompanying "dinner"
for guests and friends of the Seminary. We took an
"offering" at these programs and covered the cost of
them with hamburger money left over.
Liege! had a certain genius and flair for this sort of
thing and it was a great privilege to work with him.
Like other programs they ran their course and we have
not held one for • • several years. One of the moments
best remembered by the Editor is when he and George
Clark and Bob Dunzweiler and John Grauley formed a
barbershop quartette • •• called it the "Hummingbirds"
and wore very silly hats with hummingbird beaks on them.
Mr. Clark is not fond of this sort of thing but he
cooperated nicely and I will always remember the picture
of him putting on his humming bird hat and looking like
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he wished he were anyplace else. How good was the
quartette? It is hard to say. But it was good enough
for our community and many persons asked when we would
sing again. But we never really did ••• we were going
to change the name to the "crows" and I think the
other men were slow to wear "crow hats".
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Yes, the memories flood in. They are personal to the
Editor so you will need to forgive him for remembering
so many of the things that related to him. The
famous Christmas debates with Dr. Newman and Dr. Cohen.
The singing with Thomas Tietjen, our premier baritone
and the programs in the chapel. The faculty retreats
and the personal fellowship with a lot of godly
people. And he will remember more and more. But for
this book of remembering, this is quite enough. If the
Editor were to get into students he remembers or class
room events he remembers; it would indeed be a long
and tiring tale.
But eee, someone needs to remember and in this
declining year the Weakly is fit for that.

*

*

*

*

*
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It is inevitable but what the Memories will have
the same sort of spelling, typing, and printing
errors in them as has the Monthly, the Weakly,
etc., through all of their history to date. Some
things must change but some other things are
thoroughly predictable.
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Soulful remembrances by the Editor
of Taylor's Weakly of events in his
own life and the life of Biblical
Seminary.

Fearful that we will lose
meaningful contact with the past,
the Weakly delves into its
archival memory bank to retell
some of the events in the history
of Biblical Seminary or in the
life of the Editor •• events not
of earth-shaking magnitude but
the sort of things that should
be recalled from the past to
give importance to the present
and potentiality to the future.
The main source of information
is the Editor's memory, shaky
at best but not necessarily
malicious. Things are recalled
as the Editor draws them out
and if any of the specifications
are blurred or slightly altered
in a harmful way, an apology is
sent in advance with the
publication.
The work is being produced in
conjunction with ·the Editor's
retirement and is the work of
Thomas V. Taylor, Editor and
Compiler of Taylor's Weakly!

